The analysis of the semantic structure of the word, the identification or restoration of its meaning in the epic work is a difficult task, which is due to the chronological heterogeneity
Introduction
When compiling explanatory dictionaries, one of the main tasks is correct semantization, or disclosure of the meaning of words, their clear, precise and comprehensible definition. In the course of creating the Explanatory Dictionary of the language of the Kalmyk heroic epic "Dzhangar", the authors came across lexemes, the meanings of which are unclear or mistranslated into Russian. Meanwhile, the correct understanding of the epic text and its practical mastery is largely determined by the knowledge of the peculiar features of its vocabulary. As E.Ch. Bardaev rightly noted, "for modern native speakers of the Kalmyk language, the semantics of a large number of archaic words became incomprehensible, or even completely lost. In this connection, linguists face the problem of restoring the history of these words, finding their meaning or, at least, the meaning closest to it" (Bardaev, 1978: 393) . Numerous examples of the archaic vocabulary of the Oirat (Kalmyk) language are found in the works of folklore and first of all in the heroic epic "Dzhangar". The epic holds a special place in the culture of the Kalmyks, being a treasury of traditions which reflect the ancient self-consciousness and mental outlook of the nomadic people. It represents the epic ideal worldview and linguistic worldview in the main categories, universals and specific features, characteristic of the traditional worldview of an ethnos. For centuries transmitted by word of mouth of the rhapsodists-storytellers (Dzhangarchi), undergoing various transformations, stratifications and revisions, the epic "Dzhangar" went through a difficult path of development from the epic archaic to the classic heroic epic (Kichikov, 1997) .
The purpose of this work is to establish or restore the meaning of the lexical unit of bärŋk 1 , based on the criteria of the co-occurrence of the word, its grammatical and The correspondence of Kalmyk orthographic signs to the characters adopted in this article: ә -ä, ө -ö, ү -ü, h -ɣ, ң -ŋ, җ -ʤ. accentological features. In this regard, it is necessary to mention a number of works devoted to the etymologization of the lexico-semantic (thematic) group of weapon names in Mongolian languages. Undoubtedly, one of the most significant achievements in this direction is the work of A.V. Dybo, where extensive factual material was consistently used to reconstruct the names of weapons for the Pre-Altaic, Pre-Mongolian, PreNorth Mongolian and Oirat languages (Dybo, 2015) . The article by G.Ts. Piurbeev (Piurbeev, 2011) is devoted to the analysis of military terminology on the material of Mongolian-Oirat legal records of the 17 th -18 th centuries. The reconstruction of the meanings of some lexical units of the epic "Dzhangar" is presented in several works by V.V. Kukanova (Kukanova, 2016a; 2016b) .
Material and research methods
The research material consists of 28 texts of the recordings of the Kalmyk heroic epic "Dzhangar"
1
, which are either combined into repertory cycles of songs or represented by separate songs. According to the research tradition and the chronological principle (Kichikov, 1997: 168) , the following stages of the written fixation of the texts of the research. The method lies in the fact that typical co-occurrence of every word can be determined by generalizing from a broad illustrative material. This co-occurrence can be represented as a generalized characteristic of the positions most often realized in the context surrounding the lexical unit.
The lexical meaning of a word is a multidimensional phenomenon, consisting of a number of diverse components. To determine the meaning of the word we either proceed on the basis of the contextual surrounding or rely on semantic definitions given in dictionaries. The following lexicographical sources were used to reveal and reconstruct the meanings of lexical units: "Mongolian-Russian-French dictionary" (Kovalevskii, 1844 (Kovalevskii, -1849 , "Mongolian-Russian dictionary" (Golstunskii, 1893 (Golstunskii, -1895 , "Kalmyk-Russian dictionary" (Pozdneev, 1911) , "Kalmyk-German dictionary" (Ramstedt, 1935) , "Experience of linguistic study of the epic "Dzhangar" (Todaeva, 1976) , "Kalmyk-Russian Dictionary" (ed. by Muniev, 1977) , "Dictionary of the Oirats of Xinjiang" (Todaeva, 2001) , "Explanatory Dictionary of the Traditional Life of the Oirats of Mongolia and the Kalmyks" (Tsendee, Piurbeev, 2016) , "The Big Academic
Mongolian-Russian Dictionary" (ed. by Luvsandendev, Tsedendamba, Piurbeev, 2001 Piurbeev, -2002 , "Oirat-Mongolian Dictionary" (Galzan, 2006) .
Determining the meaning of lexical units
The lexical unit bärŋk is found only in the repertoire of Dava Shavaliev (Table   1 ). Considering the context in which this lexeme is used, we come to the conclusion that it means cold steel arms and is accompanied by the following epithets: Anchn nertä dogshn khar bärŋk, Kiitn khar bärŋk, Achn nertä kiitn khar bärŋk, Anch nertä bärŋk, dogshn khar bärŋk etc. Authors of translations and compilers of "The Kalmyk
Folklore Collection" 2 in some cases (5 out of 10) include this lexeme in the group of non-equivalent vocabulary.
As can be seen from the above examples, in some cases the lexeme bärŋk is translated as 'weapon' in combination with the non-translatable element 'biarinke, biarenke' (3 times). In some episodes, the word bärŋk is interpreted by the authors of the translation of the text as 'spear' or 'sword'. However, it should be noted that in the Kalmyk language there are words referring to these types of cold arms: ʤid 'pike, spear, bayonet', arm 'javeline, dart', üld 'sword'. Having considered the context of the
The brackets indicate the number of occurrences of the word in the text.
2
In these examples, translations are provided according to the texts of the Kalmyk Folklore Collection. usage of this lexeme, it can be noted that the object that it refers to has a 'tip, point' üzür, a 'blade' ir, a 'hilt' ish, i.e. is some kind of pointed or bladed weapon. Moreover, in the given contexts, the word form bärŋk is accompanied by the epithets 'black' khar, 'fierce' dogshn, 'cold' kiitn, which metaphorically express the basic qualities of cold weapons, including the quality of strength. It should be noted that the word is found and used only in the epic text of Dava Shavaliev's repertoire (anyway, it was not found in a NCKL).
This lexeme is not found in the above lexicographic sources, apart from the only source of the "Oirat-Mongolian dictionary" of the Oirats of Xinjiang of the People's
Republic of China, where [bariŋki] is interpreted as akhr üld 'short sword' (Galzan, 2006: 429) .
In the monograph by G.Ts. Piurbeev "Epic "Dzhangar": Culture and Language" bärŋk is translated as 'a straight blade, a pointed sword' (Piurbeev, 2015: 59) . According to A.V. Dybo, this lexeme goes back to "Middle Ossetic Digor burunk', iron. birink'oe -'snout, beak, cog, tip', kardy burunk' 'point of a knife' (Abaev, 1958: 283) . The Ossetic word probably represents the contamination of Iranian *prnk, Sogdian prynk' 'part of the face', Persian ƒoronğ 'oral region' Farhangnevīs 3, 1897 (cf. Rastorgueva, Edel'man, 2007: 56) , and Turkic *burun 'nose' (Dybo, 2015: 241) .
We assume that the word bärŋk means 'a dagger' or 'a short sword'. It is known that daggers of Mongolian peoples "are similar in design to swords, are made single and double, but are much shorter than swords. They have narrow long double-edged blades with a stiffening rib running along the entire middle section" (Popenko, 2005: 116) . The division of a double-edged hacking-thrusting weapon into short swords and daggers is rather arbitrary, most often "by a short sword is meant a sword up to 60 cm long" (Popenko, 2005: 200) . In the colloquial Kalmyk language, the word köldk is used to refer to the shoes in an A similar ritual among the Mongolian-speaking peoples is recorded in many historical documents. For example, the description of the oath of allegiance (shert') sworn by Kalmyk rulers to the contractual relationship with the Russian state: "In Moscow the ambassador was asked about the ritual of oath taking practiced by the Kalmyks. He replied: They lick the knife and put an arrow on the head and put it to the heart, they consider it to be an oath, and their present Baibagas-taisha to his oath to the czar in the same way" (Mitirov, 1998: 183) .
Thus, we assume that the word bärŋk means 'dagger' -a type of hacking-thrusting weapon with a long, narrow, double-edged blade up to 40 cm long.
Lexeme Anchn
It can be seen from the context that the word form bärŋk is accompanied by adjectival epithets khar 'black', dogshn 'fierce', kiitn 'cold', which in this context reinforces the basic quality of the dagger, including the notion of strength. In addition, this steel weapon has its own name -Anchn, in two cases it is referred to as Achn, Anch. Interestingly, the name of Anchn is given to 'dagger' and to 'heart'as well. As an epithet to 'heart', this lexeme is found not only in the songs from the repertoire of Dava Shavaliev, but also in cycles of songs by Eelian Ovla and Mukuben Basangov. It is revealed that in the texts of the epic "Dzhangar" this lexeme is used 20 times as an epithet to the word zürkn 'heart', and 6 times as an epithet to the word bärŋk 'dagger'
(only in the songs by D. Shavaliev) (Table 2-3).
In his dictionary a famous Altaist G.J. Ramstedt defines lexeme antšᴉ (anchn)
as 'stellung, richtung, das richtige verständnis' ('position, direction, correct understanding'). He also notes here that anchn is a synonym for äwr and gives the following examples as an illustration: antšᴉn amnἕ-w 'ich will das unrersuchen, ich will mich darin orientieren' ('I want to investigate it, I want to orientate in it') (Ramstedt, 1935: 11) . From the point of view of etymology, G.J. Ramstedt assumes that it goes back to the Türkic aɳ 'angeistesschärfe, verständnis' ('witty, understanding') (Ramstedt, 1935: 11) . The verb antšlxᶛ (anchlkh) 'untersuchen, durchforschen kritisch nachsehen, sich orientieren' ('investigate, look critically, orientate') is also found in G. Ramstedt's dictionary (Ramstedt, 1935: 11) .
The researcher of the epic "Dzhangar" B.Kh. Todaeva translates the lexeme anchn as 'tested', 'proven', 'huge' and believes that it is formed by adding a wordformation suffix of adjectives -n to the stem of the noun anch, 'orientation', 'correct understanding' (Todaeva, 1976: 125) . According to the author, the lexeme anchn, being a synonym for the word ävr I. '1) behaviour, temper, character', '2) caprice || capricious; II. "big", "enormous", "titanic" (Kalmyk-Russian Dictionary, 1977: 64) , due to the wide use of the latter, was ousted from the active lexical fund of the modern Kalmyk language. "One can assume," writes B.Kh. Todaeva, "that out of two words with the same semantics, one gradually goes out of use, being replaced by a more stable, widely used ... ... over time, anch and anchl-have fallen out of use, only the text of the songs witnessed anchn" (Todaeva, 1976: 125) . The vocabulary of the modern Kalmyk language contains the paired word ävr-anch [ävr-anchî] paired 1) mood; 2) behavior (Todaeva, 1976: 64) .
In the dictionary of the Oirats of Xinjiang, two meanings of the word anchn are given I.
[ančin] 'big, huge'; II. 1) [ančin] 'description of a beating heart'; 2) 'description of courage' (Galzan, 2006: 8) . Thus, it can be assumed that in each case the word anchn may be interpreted differently.
Conclusion
The study of the context, in which the lexemes under considerations are used, and the corresponding material of various lexicographic sources allows not only to identify or restore the meaning of a particular lexeme, but in some cases to [2001: 101] identify differences in the semantics of the same lexeme. These differences can be explained by the difference of contexts of use, which, in turn, are determined by the stadial features of a particular version of the epic, by specificity of a performing school, as well as by the time the written record of the oral performance of the epic text was made. The analysis of the semantic structure of lexemes bärŋk and anchn in the Kalmyk heroic epic "Dzhangar" presented in this paper suggests the following. The lexeme bärŋk can mean 'dagger' and correlates with the noun bärm 'measure of length equal to the distance between the extreme points of the fingers clenched into a fist, the thumb rests on the index finger' + affix -k and has the meaning 'a small cold weapon held by fingers clenched into a fist' or 'something that is clenched in the fist'. The lexeme anchn used as an epithet may denote two different concepts. If it is used with the word zürkn 'heart', then it describes the state of excitement and courage of this or that bogatyr: 'agitated, beating quickly (about the heart)'. The epithet Anchn used with the word bärŋk 'dagger', can be interpreted as 'huge, big'.
